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Many a measurement is simpler and
faster with the help of a computer. 
Rohde & Schwarz has developed a
number of programs to support a wide
variety of measurements. The software
– obtainable with application notes –
runs under Windows 3.1, Windows 95
and Windows NT 4.

MobiDemo is an application software
that simplifies testing of components
used in different mobile-radio systems,
for example amplifiers and filters.
Such components must be driven by
signals with very small inherent error.
The output signals from the compo-
nents are then checked for distortion
like poorer modulation quality or deg-
radation of adjacent-channel power
figures. The software can handle the
W-CDMA, CDMA to IS95, Iridium
and PHS standards. Just a few mouse
clicks in MobiDemo activate the ap-
propriate modulation mode in Vector
Signal Generator SMIQ [1] and set
frequency and level. The test signals
are then applied to the DUT. The out-
put signal of a component is measured
by Spectrum Analyzer FSE [2], 
also programmed by MobiDemo 
(FIG 1). When measuring adjacent-
channel power for W-CDMA in partic-
ular, proper setting of FSE is important
because of the special signal charac-
teristics and the, in most cases, stricter
requirements. MobiDemo automati-
cally optimizes settings and displays
results numerically and as a trace.
MobiDemo can also be run on FSE by
adding Computer Function FSE-B15
and a second IEC/IEEE bus.

A further application note offers some
convenient conversion programs. One
of them is Power Unit Calculator,
which converts power from W to 
dBm and vice versa and displays the
corresponding voltages into 50 Ω in V 
and dBµV. VSWR Calculator computes

VSWR in percent from the reflection 
coefficient as well as return loss in 
dB and reflected power in percent 
and vice versa. It also estimates the
measurement error that may be
caused by mismatch between genera-
tor and load. By entering the source
reflection coefficient of the generator
and the input reflection coefficient 
of a connected DUT, maximum and
minimum error limits through mismatch
are calculated and displayed in per-
cent and dB.

You may find you have no network 
analyzer on hand when you need to
measure the frequency response of a 
filter, amplifier, coupler or the like. The
alternative to manual measurement 
using a signal generator and power
meter or receiver is FreRes (FIG 2). It
may not be as user-friendly and fast 
as a network analyzer, but it does 
support a variety of Rohde & Schwarz
signal generators and indicator instru-
ments, from power meter through test
receiver to spectrum analyzer, what-
ever is available. Frequencies range
from audio to microwave (depending
on the signal generator), the dynamic
range depends on the indicator and
extends to beyond 100 dB (receiver or
spectrum analyzer). And FreRes also
offers convenience in the form of fre-
quency-response compensation of in-
struments and connecting cables by
calibration, graphical display of re-
sults, a linear and logarithmic frequen-
cy axis, automatic scaling of the trace
diagram on the horizontal and vertical
axis as well as different possibilities
for data logging. 

I/Q Modulation Generator AMIQ [3] 
is a programmable modulation source
for a very wide range of applications.
Software WinIQSIM works with it 
as a convenient user interface for 
computing a large variety of signals.

Software AMIQ-K2 (FIG 3) supports
users for whom this is not enough and
who want to compute their signals
themselves. AMIQ-K2 allows you to
transfer to AMIQ any waveforms

available as a file. Very different file
formats are accepted, including files
generated by mathematical programs
like MathCad or MatLab. Also sup-
ported are COFDM signals for terres-
trial DAB and DVB, computed by Soft-
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FIG 1 User interface of MobiDemo

FIG 2 Frequency response of diplexer measu-
red with FreRes
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ware DAB-K1. Transfer to AMIQ is
possible via its IEC/IEEE or RS-232-C
interface. The major functions of
AMIQ like output voltage, clock rate
or file management can be controlled
by means of AMIQ-K2.

Albert Winter
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FIG 3 
Waveforms of any 
type can be trans-
ferred to I/Q Mod-
ulation Generator
AMIQ with AMIQ-K2

Application notes are obtainable from all Rohde & Schwarz representatives by quoting the 
following numbers:

MobiDemo, Program for Generation and Analysis of Communication Signals
Application Note 1MA11_0E Reader service card 160/09

Conversion Calculators for Power Units and VSWR/Reflection
Application Note 1MA12_0E Reader service card 160/10

Program for Frequency-Response Measurements FreRes
Application Note 1MA09_0E Reader service card 160/11

AMIQ-K2, Program for Transfer of I/Q Data of Different Formats to AMIQ
Application Note 1MA10_0E Reader service card 160/12

TDMA direction finding with Digital 
VHF/UHF Monitoring Direction Finder DDF05M

Scarcity of frequencies means that 
TDMA (time-division multiple access) is
being used to an increasing extent. The
GSM standard for mobile phones is a
classic example. User information for
eight subscribers is alternately transmit-
ted in bursts (timeslots C0 to C7) with a
duration of 577 µs in a frequency chan-
nel 200 kHz wide (FIG 1). TDMA is 
also due  to be introduced for the VHF
digital link (VDL) in air-traffic control
(118 to 137 MHz), starting up prob-
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